[Ultrastructural and immunocytochemical analysis of the synaptonemal complex at the initiation of synapsis].
The synaptonemal complexes (SCs) are nuclear structures specific for meiosis. They have a central role in homolog chromosomes coupling; they are essential in crossing over events and chromosomic segregation during the first meiotic division. When its joining ends in pakiteno stage, each synaptonemal extends along the bivalent joining the ends to nuclear wrapping. The SCs are characterized by the presence of two lateral elements and a central region. The lateral elements are parallel and equidistant. The chromatine of homolog chromosomes fixes in a series of loops to these elements. The central region is between the lateral elements. It is formed by the latero-medial fibers and the medial element. The first ones are perpendicularly oriented to the longitudinal axis of CS and connect lateral elements with the medial element. The recombination modules have an active role in recombination processes and quiasma formation, they are associated, at intervals, with the central region among the homolog chromosomes. The localization and function of nucleic acids in formation and coupling of synaptonemal complex is little known, so methodologic alternatives are looked for to resolve this type of problems. In this work, ADN distribution in chicken ovocytes in cigotene, using techniques for electronic microscopy of immuno-oro, were studied. Besides, cytochemical techniques, were used as preferential contrast for ADN or preferential for ribonucleoproteins (RNPs). The combination of preferential tincture for RNPs and immunolocalization of ADN show that chromatin accumulates jointly with ribonucleoproteins in nor coupled lateral elements and the presence of numerous RNPs fibers distributed around lateral elements. Recombination nodules were found among lateral elements during the coupling, these nodules are PTA positives, which means ADN presence, and so, ADN presence among lateral elements. THe presence of a bridge of marked fibers with coloidal gold (ADN) uniting not coupled lateral elements, suggests ADN as a sort of macromollecule forming synapsis sites.